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Abstract14

The open science movement has gained significant momentum within the last few years.15

This comes along with the need to store and share research artefacts, such as publications16

and research data. For this purpose, research repositories need to be established. A17

variety of solutions exist for implementing such repositories, covering diverse features,18

ranging from custom depositing workflows to social media-like functions.19

In this article, we introduce the FAIREST principles, a framework inspired by the well-20

known FAIR principles, but designed to provide a set of metrics for assessing and selecting21

solutions for creating digital repositories for research artefacts. The goal is to support22

decision makers in choosing such a solution when planning for a repository, especially23

at an institutional level. The metrics included are therefore based on two pillars: (1) an24

analysis of established features and functionalities, drawn from existing dedicated, general25

purpose and commonly used solutions, and (2) a literature review on general requirements26
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for digital repositories for research artefacts and related systems. We further describe an27

assessment of 11 widespread solutions, with the goal to provide an overview of the current28

landscape of research data repository solutions, identifying gaps and research challenges29

to be addressed.30

Keywords: research repositories, FAIR principles, open access, research data31

1 Introduction32

The transparency of the research process and the accessibility of its outputs are core concerns33

for the open science movement, specifically as it seeks to ensure the reproducibility of research.34

The European Open Science Cloud (EOSC)1 and, globally, funders’ increasing requirements for35

open access to publications and research data2 exemplify this change.36

Consequently, there is a need to help institutions in their effort to provide support for re-37

searchers to deposit, store and make available research artefacts, including not only publications38

but also data and other resources [1]. In particular, we consider here support in the form of39

software solutions for research repositories, defined as systems enabling researchers to register40

and access such research artefacts.41

There exists a multitude of solutions, software or services, that can contribute to this need for42

research repositories. Here, we specifically focus on solutions enabling the creation of general-43

purpose repositories where research artefacts (publications, data, or other) can be deposited,44

made accessible and reused independently from the research domain. However, in contrast with45

the pressing need for clear information regarding the advantages and disadvantages of those46

different solutions, we could not find a systematic overview that discusses their features and47

the aspects that would enable research performing organisations to select the most appropriate48

solution.49

In this article, our aim is to provide such an overview, supporting decision makers who are in50

the process of establishing a research repository, and developers who are extending and enhanc-51

ing the underlying solutions. To achieve that, we establish an assessment framework inspired52

by the FAIR principles [2]. In order to support a broad range of technical prerequisites, our53

1https://www.eosc.eu/
2See for example https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/docs/h2020-funding-guide/

cross-cutting-issues/open-access-data-management/open-access_en.htm
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selection is independent of the deployment mechanism. Therefore, we include on-premise/self-54

hosted solutions as well as online services in our selection.55

The FAIR principles of findability, accessibility, interoperability and reusability for data56

publication and release are widely accepted as core to enabling transparent research. Therefore,57

these principles form a good starting point for a structured comparison of existing solutions.58

However, in order to create a framework comparing solutions for research repositories, a specific59

set of principles, inspired and redesigned from FAIR, need to be considered: First, we need to60

reconsider them so to be appropriate for assessing software and service solutions in relation61

not only to research data, as well as to include aspects of human interactions and the social62

context in which research artefacts are created and shared.3 Second, they need to be adapted63

to the assessment of software and services making such artefacts available especially through a64

set of concrete metrics attached to each of the principles, enabling a structured assessment of65

how specific solutions (i.e. research data platforms) contribute to the practical achievement of66

those.67

We therefore adapted the FAIR principles and added three additional principles that relate68

to the way the solutions should enable engagement, social connections and trust, forming the69

FAIREST principles. Engagement encompasses usability aspects and interaction mechanisms70

provided. Social connections spans the social context of research artefacts and social connec-71

tions of researchers. Trust focuses on the reliability of the solution and of the artefacts included.72

In this article, we define a set of metrics to assess specific solutions with respect to the way the73

features they provide enable each of the FAIREST principles.74

As a way of validation and illustration, but also to provide an overview of the current field,75

we also performed an assessment of 11 general-purpose solutions, as described below.76

We conducted our research in 6 steps in order to cover a broad variety of sources, receive77

iterative feedback, and sharpen our findings:78

1. First, we conducted a literature review to explore existing research on research repositories79

and related topics. We put a focus on comparative articles, solution overviews, and80

evaluation frameworks. The result is presented in Section 2.81

2. Based on and inspired by these findings we derived a framework for evaluating and com-82

3The need to include such social features in research repositories has been identified for example in [3].
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paring features and functionalities of research repositories. The framework consists of83

a structured set of metrics and corresponding assessment criteria, inspired by, adapting84

and adding to the FAIR principles, as presented in Section 3 about the details of the85

FAIREST principles.86

3. We applied our framework on a selection of 11 popular solutions for research repositories87

(see Section 4 for an overview of the solutions), covering both online and on-premise88

solutions. Those solutions were selected on the basis of being general (i.e. not dedicated89

to a specific research domain) and active (i.e. currently significantly used by various90

organisations). We used official documentations, online sources, concrete installations,91

source code and other literature as basis for the assessment of individual systems.92

4. In order to validate our preliminary findings, we requested direct feedback from the de-93

velopers and/or operators of each solution. Although we did not receive responses for94

all the solutions, this step helped refining some of the assessments and ensured that the95

proposed framework could be meaningfully understood and applied outside the co-author96

group.97

5. We finalised our assessments by incorporating the responses and reviews, thus concluding98

with valid and approved statements. Section 4 includes a comprehensive overview of the99

results and presents selected highlights.100

6. Finally, as presented in Section 5, we analysed our assessments to identify common gaps101

and recommendations for future developments and enhancements in the domain of re-102

search repositories. We conclude our work in Section 6.103

2 Related Work104

This article focuses on research repositories, their purpose and characteristics and practical im-105

plementations. The review in this section relies on the definition of digital research repositories106

encompassing any repository to store research publications (articles), research data, and other107

digital artefacts produced during research processes. It also spans other related systems such108

as academic social networks and social bookmarking systems. This definition will be narrowed109
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down later, when it comes to assessing specific research repository solutions, to focus only on110

generic, domain-independent and widely used systems.111

112

2.1 Reviewing research repositories113

Thanks to the growing popularity of research repositories, some research exists that aims to114

classify and assess solutions for building research repositories.115

Nicholas et al. [4] categorise repositories into institutional, subject and format repositories.116

Institutional repositories store research artefacts generated by an academic institution. Subject117

repositories specialise in a specific domain, such as computer science. Format repositories store118

outputs of a particular type such as electronic theses.119

Amorim et al. [5] further introduce a deployment classification as an important aspect,120

distinguishing between installation packages (on-premise) and services (online).121

Besides digital research repositories, other solutions gathered attention in the past, too.122

This includes preprint servers, such as arXiv4, which aim to make publications available as123

early as possible. Furthermore, this also comprises academic social networks [6], including124

ResearchGate5 and Academia.edu6, whose main purpose is to connect researchers. Finally,125

there are also social bookmarking systems [7] such as Bibsonomy7, whose aim is to share and126

link to scientific publications.127

These systems mainly target preservation and access within the lifecycle of research arte-128

facts. However, there are other systems targeting other phases of the research process. One129

of them is the Open Science Framework (OSF)8, a generic tool that spans the whole research130

data lifecycle.131

In terms of uptake, the number of research repositories has been steadily growing over the132

years. Due to the variety and fragmentation of existing systems, exact numbers can only be133

estimated by looking into topic- or system-specific repository listings [8].134

OpenDOAR9, a curated directory of open access repositories, reported 78 open repositories135

4https://arxiv.org
5https://www.researchgate.net
6https://www.academia.edu
7https://www.bibsonomy.org
8https://osf.io
9https://v2.sherpa.ac.uk/opendoar
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in 2005 and, as of May 2021, includes 5,663 repositories. Among these repositories, Dataverse is136

the most popular solution with an adoption by 39% of the repositories in OpenDOAR, followed137

by EPrints (11%), and WEKO (9%). Approximately 76% of these repositories host written138

research outputs such as articles, reports, and book chapters, and the remaining 24% include139

other research outputs such as bibliographic references, software, and more. Data is the main140

focus of only ≈ 2.3% of the repositories.141

re3data10 is another registry of research repositories, focusing on data depositing platforms.142

As of May 2021, it indexes 2,686 research data repositories, where ≈ 80% use unknown or143

“other” as their underlying software. The majority of the remaining repositories use Dataverse11144

(≈ 23%), followed by DSpace12 (≈ 21%), MySQL13 and CKAN14. Most of the research artefacts145

published in these repositories are in scientific and statistical data formats, followed by textual146

formats, images, and then raw data [9].147

Deeper insights can be gained from several surveys and comparisons of research repositories,148

which target generic repositories, and which mainly focus on the FAIR principles (see Section 2.2149

below on FAIR and other principles). Some representative examples will be described in the150

following.151

Andro et al. [10] examined a mix of 10 open and proprietary software solutions, including152

ePrints, Invenio15, and DSpace. The authors devised a questionnaire of 160 questions divided in153

6 categories, spanning document management, metadata, engine, interoperability, user manage-154

ment, and Web 2.0. The main conclusion of this survey is that the criteria to choose a solution155

depends on the types of documents to be uploaded (contemporary or old), on the licensing of156

the software (open or proprietary), or on any other aspect of the 160 questions of the survey.157

The design of the questions follows a similar methodology to our approach. However, since the158

survey is close to 10 years old, an update to current needs and developments is required.159

Amorim et al. [5] created a compact comparison of six established repository solutions,160

namely DSpace, CKAN, figshare16, Zenodo17, ePrints18, and the services of EUDAT (B2DROP,161

10https://www.re3data.org
11https://dataverse.org
12http://dspace.org
13https://www.mysql.com
14https://ckan.org
15https://inveniosoftware.org/
16https://figshare.com
17https://zenodo.org
18https://www.eprints.org
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B2SAFE, B2SHARE), regarding architectural and metadata characteristics. The authors de-162

rive key advantages for each solution and conclude that an extensive requirement analysis is163

indispensable.164

Assante et al. [11] focused on analysing five scientific data repositories, namely 3TU.Datacentrum19,165

CSIRO DAP20, Dryad21, figshare, and Zenodo. Their analysis focused on formatting, document-166

ing, licensing, publication costs, validation, availability, discoverability and access, and citation.167

The authors present a thorough discussion of shortcomings and prospects for the future at the168

time of publishing.169

Austin et al. [12] assessed 32 online data platforms, including CKAN, Dataverse, figshare,170

and Zenodo. Their survey covered the categories hardware and infrastructure, description,171

preservation, privacy and security, archiving, submission, accessing and sharing, collaboration,172

policy, administration, tabular data, and certification status.173

Further surveys and comparisons or research repository solutions can be found in [12, 13,174

14, 15]. Most of these overlap in the metrics and features used in their assessments. We175

conclude that there is a growing need for standard principles to assess research repositories176

against different requirements of repository managers in an organised way, which incorporates177

the metrics and features mentioned in the related work.178

Besides these evaluations, several publications specifically analyse the usability of research179

repositories. Joo et al. [16] propose a method to evaluate the usability of digital libraries.180

Their method is based on the ISO 9241-11 standard, spanning efficiency, effectiveness, and181

satisfaction, extended with learnability as inspired by Nielsen’s usability model [17].182

Machova et al. [18] conducted a usability evaluation of governmental data portals and pro-183

vided a list of best practices for improving the ability to discover, access, and reuse these online184

information sources.185

2.2 Principles guiding research repositories186

As already mentioned, a widely recognised and endorsed concept regarding the publication of187

research data and metadata are the FAIR principles. These principles were originally intro-188

19http://datacentrum.3tu.nl/
20https://data.csiro.au/
21https://datadryad.org/
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duced in 2016 by Wilkinson et al. [2] to improve the feasibility of reusing scholarly data by189

both machines and humans. The four high-level principles are: Findability, Accessibility, In-190

teroperability, and Reusability, where each principle is refined into three to four sub-guidelines.191

For instance data and/or metadata needs to be assigned a unique and persistent identifier and192

a standard protocol is to be used for accessing the data. It is important to note that the FAIR193

principles are only universal guidelines and do not define practical implementations and techno-194

logical decisions. In practice, this can cause inconsistent implementations and interoperability195

issues [19]. However, the principles have been widely adopted as guidance for data publishing196

and substantiated in various forms.197

In addition, the scope of FAIR has been expanded beyond mere research data, e.g. to-198

wards research software [20, 21]. A 2017 analysis of the repositories indexed by re3data [9]199

recommends that, since several repositories started to operate before the publication of the200

FAIR principles, managers of these repositories look at these principles and update features201

and policies accordingly.202

The FAIRsFAIR Horizon 2020 project22 addresses the development of procedures, stan-203

dards, and metrics based on the FAIR principles. Recently, the project team proposed a series204

of metrics to assess the extent of the FAIRness of a research artefact [22]. However, these205

metrics focus on adapting the principles to general research objects and are supposed to work206

in conjunction with the CoreTrustSeal principles. The authors mention two use cases that align207

with the CoreTrustSeal stakeholders: Using these modified principles for self-assessment and208

for guiding development. However, they still fail to provide a framework to categorise platforms209

as a way to facilitate their selection by institutions.210

The Research Data Alliance (RDA)23 is a research community organization whose mission211

is to build the social and technical bridges to enable open sharing of data. It’s working groups212

and publications are of high relevance for our paper. One highlight is a paper of the FAIR213

Data Maturity Model Working Group [23], which describes their FAIR data maturity model,214

spanning a broad set of indicators to assess “FAIRness” of concrete research data. These215

indicators form a profound consolidation of the FAIR principles, still leaving a lot of space for216

interpretation.217

22https://www.fairsfair.eu/
23https://www.rd-alliance.org
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The European Open Science Cloud (EOSC) (EOSC)1 is an initiative of the European Com-218

mission aiming at developing an infrastructure providing its users with services promoting open219

science practices. It’s services, task forces and publications are also of high relevance for our pa-220

per. One highlight is a paper of the European Commission Expert Group [24], which describes221

the broad range of changes required to “turn FAIR data into reality”. This especially includes222

the establishment of FAIR ecosystems, covering policies, data management plans, identifiers,223

standards and repositories.224

Several stakeholders of the digital repository community developed the TRUST Princi-225

ples [25]: Transparency, Responsibility, User Focus, Sustainability, and Technology. These226

principles guide the development and maintenance of digital repositories that are sustainable,227

reliable, and support comprehensive policies based on community practices. These principles228

have a strong focus on providing a reliable service for users.229

In parallel with these principles, the CoreTrustSeal24 is a community-based non-profit or-230

ganisation that promotes the trustworthiness of research repositories after a platform fulfils a231

series of requirements regarding transparency, integrity, security, and privacy of the data. These232

requirements are grouped in three categories: organizational infrastructure (6 requirements),233

digital object management (8 requirements) and technology (2 requirements). Applicants use234

these requirements to perform a self-assessment of their platform that must be accompanied235

by evidence of compliance with each requirement. The application is then peer-reviewed before236

being awarded a level of certification. The CoreTrustSeal certification is intended as a first step237

for the creation of a global framework for repository certification that increases transparency,238

therefore, building stakeholder confidence by demonstrating, with evidence, that a repository239

follows good practices. However, the uptake of the certificate is very low25 and repository240

providers need to pay an administration fee to be certified.241

Several stakeholders of the digital repository community also came up recently with the242

CARE principles for indigenous data [26]: collective benefit, authority to control, responsibility,243

and ethics. The principles are meant to complement the FAIR principles, considering both244

people and purpose in their advocacy and pursuits.245

In summary, research repositories have been under a lot of scrutiny in the last decade with246

24https://www.coretrustseal.org/
25Out of the 172 repositories listed on the CoreTrustSeal website, less than 20 have an active certification at

the time of writing.
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multiple attempts to categorise and compare them. The FAIR principles provide a basis to247

formalise and standardise such assessments, but they need to be extended, especially with248

respect to engagement, the social context of research, and the trustability of solutions and249

artefacts. For this reason, we propose below the FAIREST principles that extend FAIR in this250

direction, and a set of clearly defined metrics, the FAIREST framework, to assess how much a251

given solution enables the realisation of each principle.252

3 The FAIREST Principles253

As described in Section 2.2, the FAIR principles aim to ensure that, from a technical point of254

view, research data and metadata is “optimised for reuse”26. In other words, those principles255

are seen as requirements in the way research data and its metadata must be represented and256

made available formally. Our aim here is to assess solutions that make available such data,257

the publications emanating from research, and possibly other kinds of research artefacts. For258

this purpose, we first extended the FAIR principles to add engagement, social connections, and259

trust. Engagement and social connections are inspired by functionalities subsumed as Web 2.0,260

Science 2.0, or Library 2.0 in the literature [27, 28], and by functionalities specifically provided261

by academic social networks [29] and academic bookmarking systems [7]. Trust is based on the262

TRUST principles mentioned in the previous section (2.2).263

Those additional principles aim to address the human point of view of research repositories,264

including how to interact with them, how they account for the social context in which research265

is carried out, and the important aspect of the trustability of both the system itself and the266

artefacts it includes. Of course, the principles in themselves are not sufficient. Therefore,267

we additionally identified a set of metrics through which each solution can be assessed with268

respect to the way they enable each of the FAIREST principles. These measurable properties269

were identified, as described in the introduction of this article, through inspecting the literature270

and existing systems, as well as through interacting with the research repository development271

community. They constitute the foundation for determining comparable characteristics for272

individual research repository solutions. They are described, together with the principles to273

which they relate, in the remainder of this section.274

26https://www.go-fair.org/fair-principles/
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3.1 Findability275

In the objective of optimising data for reuse, the first principle borrowed from FAIR is that data276

first needs to be findable. Findability is seen here in a broad sense, which includes the notions277

of data discovery as well as mechanisms that can enable both human users and machines to278

search for data according to specific needs and criteria. Indeed, as in FAIR, the definition of279

this principle starts with the idea that, to be findable, research artefacts should be clearly and280

globally identifiable, and that an identifier should be provided with a mechanism to locate and281

access the artefact’s description or content. Going a step further in the direction of engagement,282

we consider here also the search functions research repositories can include, which might apply283

to different aspects of research artefacts and which can enable more or less precise queries.284

Table 1 shows the metrics to assess how much a research repository enables findability for285

the research artefacts it contains. In accordance with the requirements described above, the286

first metric relates to whether the repository automatically assigns a persistent identifier for all287

artefacts it contains (FCS1). This metric is assessed as “yes” (y) if the system automatically288

creates a stable, persistent way to address a research artefact it contains, and as “no“ (n) if289

not. FCS4 adds to this, as another binary yes/no metric, the idea that those identifiers can be290

dereferenceable, i.e. that using this identifier as a web link will point the user to the location of291

the artefact in the system. In order to ensure that those identifiers are universally comprehen-292

sible and interpretable, some repositories can generate DOIs27 (Digital Object Identifiers [30])293

or other handles, as assessed by FCS2 (yes/no). Other kinds of external identifiers might also294

be imported by the repository to support findability, as assessed by FCS3 (yes/no).295

The metrics above are considered within the category of content support as they relate to296

finding artefacts directly based on their identifiers. In the content access category, we also take297

into consideration functions that allow users to find artefacts without knowing their identifiers.298

The following three binary (i.e. yes/no) metrics look at different aspects of how repositories299

might index and enable users to search for artefacts based on criteria relating to the description300

(metadata) of artefacts (FCA1), to the content of artefacts (FCA2), and/or using advanced301

filtering and ranking mechanisms (FCA3).302

27https://doi.org
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Table 1: Findability metrics.
Type Metric ID Values Description
Content
support

Persistent
identifiers

FCS1 y/n A system is assessed yes (y) if it automatically as-
signs a persistent identifier to a research artefact.

Generates
DOIs

FCS2 y/n A system is assessed yes (y) if, in addition to a possi-
ble unique identifier local to the system, it also sup-
ports the generation of a DOI for a research artefact.

External
identifiers

FCS3 y/n A system is assessed yes (y) if it allows the import of
idenfiers of the research artefact, external to itself.

Dereference-
able identi-
fiers

FCS4 y/n A system is assessed yes (y) if it provides a unique
identifier for research artefacts that is dereference-
able to the artefact’s location in the system.

Content
access

Indexes and
searches
metadata

FCA1 y/n A system is assessed yes (y) if it enables search over
the metadata of the research artefacts.

Indexes and
searches con-
tent

FCA2 y/n A system is assessed yes (y) if it enables search over
the content of the research artefact.

Advanced
search fea-
tures

FCA3 y/n A system is assessed yes (y) if it provides advanced
search features.

3.2 Accessibility303

One of the central aims of research repositories is to give access to research artefacts. Access304

thereby entails different actors and scopes, especially since users of the system are not only305

humans but also machines. For human users, access becomes easier through standardised306

language support. In order to enable access for machines, repositories must provide machine307

readable interfaces and protocols that apply domain standards. Besides accessibility for actors,308

repositories also need to consider the dimensions of time and availability and the degree of309

openness of research artefacts. Constant access to data, offered through a high availability of310

the service and reliable long-time preservation, are core aspects of open science, to enable new311

forms of research. Access control at first seems to be contradicting the open idea of research312

repositories. Nevertheless, many research artefacts are not meant to be open by default.313

With regard to metrics for accessibility, Table 2 divides them into functionalities concerning314

content language and content availability. Language support (ACL1) is measured via a yes/no315

variable, assessing whether the functionality exists (or not). We also evaluate the availability of316

protocols and APIs (ACL2) for data exchange with a yes/no metric only, as we do not intend to317

evaluate the individual protocols. Long-term preservation (ACA1) relates to whether artefacts318

are processed to be available over a long period of time in the future. There are many ways to319
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achieve long-term preservation, so this aspect is also assessed through a yes/no value, indicating320

whether any mechanism exists to enable this feature. Availability (ACA2) is measured by high,321

medium, or low, depending on the up-time of the system being higher than 99.9%, between322

99.9% and 99%, or lower than 99%. This metrics is only assessed for online solutions as323

the availability of instances of on-premise solutions depends upon the characteristics of their324

deployment. The last variable, access control (ACA3), describes the possibility to restrict access325

to data. There are three different cases: “Closed access” means that the design of the system326

makes artefacts private by default or more straightforwardly. “Open” means the opposite, i.e.327

that the artefacts are, by default or in most cases, publicly accessible. When, in a system,328

the common case is for access to be enabled through a request to the provider, the value “on329

request” is used. The variable access control may simultaneously take on multiple values.330

Table 2: Accessibility metrics.
Type Metric ID Values Description
Content
language

Language
support

ACL1 y/n A system is assessed as providing language support
(y) if its interface is available in more than one lan-
guage.

Protocols
and APIs
supported

ACL2 y/n A system is assessed as providing protocols and APIs
(y) if it makes available at least one protocol and/or
API for access to research artefacts.

Content
availability

Long-term
preservation

ACA1 y/n A system is assessed yes (y) if it offers a conve-
nient mechanism to perform long-term preservation
beyond a simple database backup.

Availability ACA2 h/m/l A system is assed high (h) if the uptime is ≥ 99,9%,
it is assessed medium (m) if the uptime is between
99,9% and 99% and low (l) if it is below 99% .

Access con-
trol

ACA3

open,
closed,
on-
request

A system is assessed open, if it makes research arte-
facts public by default. It is assessed as closed if
it is primary designed for closed repositories. It is
assessed on-request if it offers an on-request feature.

3.3 Interoperability331

Research data repositories should foster interoperability: the ability to easily share data with332

other systems. Therefore, it is essential that research artefacts are available in formats that333

are portable, open, and widely supported by other systems and platforms. To further enhance334

interoperability, certain data federation features are of high value. It is also important that335

artefacts are clearly identifiable via unique and persistent identifiers (as for findability). The336
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associated metadata should follow commonly accepted metadata specifications, such as Dublin337

Core28 or MARC 2129. Furthermore, data exchange should be supported by well-defined and338

established protocols, such as OAI-PMH30. The possibility to customise metadata and to (au-339

tomatically) link other resources are two features that can further improve interoperability.340

To smoothly integrate with research processes, the repository should support manual and au-341

tomatic data upload and import, as well as data download and export. In this context, the342

support for custom submission processes are another beneficial add-on.343

Table 3 lists metrics that we used to assess interoperability. We distinguish between two344

types of metrics here: interoperability in content and interoperability in the interaction with345

content. The metrics related to interoperability of content include whether standard formats346

for metadata (IC1) and content (IC2) are applied, the possibility to assign persistent identifiers347

to the artefacts (IC3), the ability to create custom metadata schemes (IC4), and support for348

semantic linking between artefacts (IC5). With standards we associate any official, publicly349

available and established specification. Especially, this includes standards published by stan-350

dardisation bodies, such as IANA or W3C. These metrics are assessed through yes/no values,351

depending on whether the corresponding features are available in a given solution. Regard-352

ing content interaction, metadata/data upload and import (ICI1), as well as metadata/data353

download and export (ICI2) are important criteria. The assessment of those metrics is based354

on whether those functions are available, and are considered only partial if a user has to go355

through a web user interface to carry them out (i.e. no API function is available). Finally,356

the availability of a custom submission processes (ICI3) and data federation features (ICI4) are357

assessed via yes/no metrics.358

3.4 Reusability359

Research data repositories should support and encourage the reuse of their hosted artefacts.360

This is especially true for artefacts other than publications, such as research data or supple-361

mentary material. Typical reuse scenarios are the distribution, aggregation, conversion, or362

enrichment of research data. The creation of derived and adapted work is an inherent element363

28https://dublincore.org/
29https://www.marc21.ca/
30https://www.openarchives.org/
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Table 3: Interoperability metrics.
Type Metric ID Values Description

Content
Standard
format for
metadata

IC1 y/n A system is assessed yes (y) if it employs a standard-
ised and established format for providing the meta-
data.

Standard
formats for
content

IC2 y/n A system is assessed yes (y) if it supports the provi-
sion of data in common and standard file formats.

Persistent
identifiers

IC3 y/n A system is assessed yes (y) if it assigns a persis-
tent identifier (e.g. a stable URL) to the research
artefacts.

Custom
metadata

IC4 y/n A system is assessed yes (y) if it allows to customise,
extend and limit the metadata schema/format.

Linking of
metadata
and content

IC5 y/n A system is assessed yes (y) if it supports the creation
and publication of semantic links between different
metadata and/or research artefacts.

Content in-
teraction

Import and
upload of
metadata
and content

ICI1 y/p/n A system is assessed yes (y) if it supports the import
and upload of metadata and data via multiple means,
e.g. a web frontend or a standard API. It is assessed
partially (p) if it only supports the provision via a
web interface.

Export and
download
of metadata
and content

ICI2 y/p/n A system is assessed yes (y) if it supports the ex-
port and download of metadata and data via multi-
ple means, e.g. a web frontend or a standard API. It
is assessed partially (p) if it only supports the down-
load via a web interface.

Custom sub-
mission pro-
cess

ICI3 y/n A system is assessed yes (y) it it supports the cre-
ation and maintenance of a customised submission
process, including fine-grain access control and role
assignment.

Data federa-
tion

ICI4 y/n
A system is assessed yes (y) if it provides a built-
in mechanism to make (part of) the metadata and
data in other repositories (running the same system)
available.

of many research processes. Reusability therefore needs to be supported on the technical and364

legal level. The application of well-defined and standardised metadata schemes, protocols, and365

interfaces lowers the barriers for further processing, especially the integration into third-party366

tools. Furthermore, the repository solution should support and encourage the use of structured,367

open and machine-readable formats for research data. This facilitates the provision of data in a368

raw and immediate manner, attracting additional reuse scenarios. As important as the techni-369

cal access is assurance about the legal conditions of reuse. Hence, a repository solution should370

support the provision and publication of comprehensive licence information. This includes the371
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possibility to assign different rights and licences to different components of an artefact and a372

support for a wide range of established and common licences. Ideally, the users receive assis-373

tance in choosing and understanding the licence information. For instance legal wording might374

be translated into understandable and clear attributes, since explicit communication about375

reuse conditions fosters reusability.376

Table 4 shows the metrics to assess the support for reusability of a repository solution.377

It is assessed based on three distinct metrics, which cover content depositing, access, and378

support aspects. First, the support for providing detailed licence information (RCD1) during379

the depositing process is assessed. A solution can have no support for licence information at380

all, hence no dedicated metadata property is provided. A research repository can offer basic381

support for licence information, if it facilitates the provision of licences attached to specific382

artefacts in any way, either as a free input field or based on a controlled vocabulary. Full383

support can be achieved if the solution supports a highly standardised and advanced method384

of providing the information, e.g. by applying a user-friendly provision mechanism and reusing385

existing licence vocabularies. Secondly, the same applies for accessing the licence information386

(RCA1). There may be no information at all, at least some basic information (e.g. a link to387

licence), or highly understandable and structured information is provided. Finally, the support388

for structured data access (RCS1) is assessed as “yes” if the actual research artefact can be389

accessed in a structured and machine-readable manner.390

Table 4: Reusability metrics.
Type Metric ID Values Description
Content
depositing

Licence sup-
port

RCD1 y/l/n A system is assessed high (h) if it provides a highly
usable and easy-to-understand mechanism to select
a fitting licence for an artefact. It is assessed limited
(l), if it at least provides a customizable controlled
list of licences.

Content
access

Licence sup-
port

RCA1 y/l/n A system is assessed high (h) if it provides an easy-to-
understand and human-readable description of the
terms of use. It is assessed limited (l), if it at least
provides a link to the applied licence.

Content
support

Data RCS1 y/n A system is assessed as possessing the feature (y) if
it allows users to access the content in a structured
and machine-readable manner.
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3.5 Engagement391

Research artefacts should be provided through systems that are not only accessible, but that392

are also highly usable and that implement interaction mechanisms fitting and matching the393

workflow and culture of the research community. Specifically going beyond the FAIR principles,394

we consider here that research repositories are built for use also by human beings. In other395

words, to be successful, those repositories should be engaging. This principle looks primarily396

at the usability of the repository system from the point of view of the intended user: It should397

be simple, visible, integrated, and practical. It should, in particular, follow modern usability398

standards, and minimise the effort required by both the publishers and the consumers of research399

artefacts in accomplishing their tasks. In addition, those repositories should aim to facilitate400

the work of their administrators by minimising the effort required for their maintenance.401

Table 5 lists metrics used to measure how engagement is enabled by research repositories.402

Those metrics follow two general categories assessing, on the one hand, the usability of the403

system, evaluated as high, medium or low through relevant methodologies (EUA2) and through404

the availability of support and documentation (EUA1). On the other hand, we look through405

yes/no metrics, at the availability of features that are designed to support engagement. Those406

include in particular features targeted mostly at publishers of research artefacts through which407

the user is notified of a potential need for engagement (EES1) and supported through the408

workflow of publishing research artefacts (EES2). The availability of visualisation (EES3) and409

analysis (EES4) tools enabling consumers to interact with the content of the published research410

artefacts is also considered an important aspect in assessing how engaging a repository is.411

3.6 Social connections412

Research artefacts are not created in isolation. They are the result of a social process involving413

many different stakeholders, institutions, and collaborations. As such, it is important that they414

are published, made available, and consumed in a way that also takes into account this social415

context, not as isolated artefacts. As for engagement, this is an additional principle on top of416

the FAIR principles that takes into account the human dimension of research repositories and417

research artefacts. It considers two main categories of features that a research repository should418

enable: The ability to reflect the social context in which a research artefact was created, and419
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Table 5: Engagement metrics.
Type Metric ID Values Description
Usability
and ease of
use

Support and
documenta-
tion

EUA1 h/m/l A system is assessed high (h) if the documentation
and support are of high quality and reachability.

Usability EUA2 h/m/l A system is assessed according to this metrics based
on usability testing carried out.

Engagement
support

Push notifi-
cations

EES1 y/n A system is assessed as possessing the feature (y) if it
includes mechanisms to notify users through mobile
apps, email, or other mechanisms.

Publication
workflow
support

EES2 y/n A system is assessed as possessing the feature (y)
if it provides a way to customise and manage the
publication/deposit workflow.

Visualisation
tools

EES3 y/n A system is assessed as possessing the feature (y) if it
includes ways to visualise the content of publications
or datasets, at least for some formats.

Analysis
tools

EES4 y/n A system is assessed as possessing the feature (y) if it
includes mechanisms to analyse the data in deposited
research artefacts, including basic statistical analysis
or more advanced methods.

facilitating the creation of new social connections between researchers based on the available420

research artefacts.421

Table 6 lists metrics used to assess how repositories enable social connections. Consistently422

with the definition of the principle above, metrics to assess how research repositories enable423

social engagement consider two main categories: Usability and ease of use, and engagement424

support. Related to the first dimension, this includes being able to create collections of related425

artefacts (SRT1), brand those collections or the whole repository (SRT3), and present research426

artefacts under researcher profiles that reflect their ownership and origin (SRT3).427

The second dimension mostly looks at the existence of features borrowed from social net-428

working platforms: liking (SCN1), following (SCN4), sharing (SCN3), commenting (SCN2),429

and forums (SCN5). While traditional social networks might enable users to follow only other430

users, we consider here that being also able to follow an artefact, a collection, a topic, or an431

institution is desirable.432

In addition, a particular metric of interest is the one related to the existence of a develop-433

ment community (SCN6), which is of importance to the administrator of the platform, as this434

community and its level of activity are indicative of whether support and extensions for the435

platform are likely to be available. While other metrics for this principle are assessed through436

yes/no values, this one is assessed based on whether the development (community) is open or437
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Table 6: Social connections metrics.
Type Metric ID Values Description
Reflecting
the social
context

Theming /
branding

SRT1 y/n A system is assessed as possessing the feature (y) if it
enables the publisher or administrator to change the
aspect of pages on the system to reflect institutional
affiliation.

Creation of
collections

SRT2 y/n A system is assessed as possessing the feature (y) if it
includes ways for users to create, name, and publish
arbitrary sets of research artefacts.

Individual
researcher
profiles

SRT3 y/n A system is assessed as possessing the feature (y)
if it provides pages for individual researchers, in-
cluding at least the research artefacts they have au-
thored/published.

Creating
new social
connec-
tions

Like button SCN1 y/n A system is assessed as possessing the feature (y) if
it gives the ability to users to provide simple positive
feedback (likes) on research artefacts.

Comments SCN2 y/n A system is assessed as possessing the feature (y) if
it enables users to comment on individual research
artefacts.

Sharing SCN3 y/n A system is assessed as possessing the feature (y) if it
provides ways to share research artefacts with other
users, on the system or other platforms (e.g. social
media).

Following SCN4 y/n A system is assessed as possessing the feature (y) if
it enables users to follow, and receive updates from,
other users, research artefacts, collections, institu-
tions, etc.

Discussion
forums

SCN5 y/n A system is assessed as possessing the feature (y)
if it includes discussion forums for users and/or for
communication with/from the administrators.

Development
community

SCN6 h/m/l/c For a proprietary, closed system, the assessement
should be closed (c). For an open system, assesse-
ment is based on the frequency of activities in the de-
velopment community (daily/weekly updates: high,
monthly/quaterly updates: medium, less: low).

closed. If it is open, we consider the level of activities in the development community according438

to the following guidelines: High if there are at least weekly updates, medium if updates come439

on a monthly basis, and low if they occur less frequently.440

3.7 Trust441

Trust in research repositories means that a user can rely on the provided system and informa-442

tion. This is enabled by demonstrating the validity, robustness, and significance of scientific443

artefacts. These principles are based on good scientific practice as well as the practices asso-444

ciated with open science [31, 32]. Another important aspect is the long-term preservation of445
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data, i.e. that providers and consumers of research artefacts can trust that the relevant data446

will remain available. This aspect is therefore shared with the accessibility principle.447

In addition to those, it is useful to assess how repositories include features that are explic-448

itly designed to ensure the trustability of available artefacts, such as reviewing features, gate449

keeping, and authentication.450

On the system level, mechanisms and techniques for long-term preservation are features451

that we grouped together under trust, including backup systems that prevent loss of data. The452

use of open source software or libraries is also part of this, since the openness of a system453

enables transparency, which goes hand-in-hand with trust. Adoption and the size of the user454

community can also be used, indirectly, as indicators of the trustability of the system.455

Finally, how well personal data is protected in the research repository can play a crucial456

role in the trust users will have in sharing their information with it. Here, we rely on high457

level requirements from the European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR31) to assess458

this aspect, such as whether the system provides ‘out-of-the-box’ features for personal data459

portability, deletion, and security.460

Table 7 shows the metrics used to assess those different aspects of trust. Most metrics461

take simple yes/no values that indicate whether a feature is present (yes) or not (no). The462

metric indicator (TCS1), on the other hand, is more complex. A simple indicator represents463

simple usage statistics that can be quickly calculated by the application. Advanced indicators464

represent more sophisticated indicators, such as h-index or Altmetrics.465

Long-term preservation (TCS2) can also be assessed with yes/no values, but information466

about the time during which artefacts have been available in a given system gives a slightly467

richer perspective, complementing the corresponding metrics in the accessibility principle.468

The metric open source software and libraries (TS1) is also assessed with a binary classi-469

fication, considering the underlying system and if it is mostly based on open source software.470

Uptake (TS2) can be hard to assess precisely and is therefore considered on a high/medium/low471

scale, where high means that the system is used by at least several thousands of users every472

month. Right of information (TG2) and data deletion (TG3) represent the availability of a473

function that can output or delete all personal data. For agreement per data management474

process (TG4), the user should have the option to decide which personal data are processed475

31https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:32016R0679&from=EN
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Table 7: Trust metrics.
Type Metric ID Values Description

Content
Authentica-
tion

TC1 y/n
A system is assessed as possessing the feature (y) if it includes
an authentication mechanism for users.

Gate keeping TC2 y/n
A system is assessed as possessing the feature (y) if it provides
a review functionality during submission by data stewards or
other permitted organizational users.

Review fea-
ture

TC3 y/n
A system is assessed as possessing the feature (y) if it includes a
functionality for writing reviews on specific research artefacts.

Content
support

Indicator TCS1 n/s/a
A system is assessed as possessing the feature (s) if it records
usage statistics and (a) if it provides advanced research indi-
cators like h-Index or AltMetrics.

Long-term
preservation

TCS2 date
Date at which the first available artefact was deposited on the
platform.

System
Open Source
software and
libraries

TS1 y/n
A system is assessed as possessing the feature (y) if the under-
lying system is open source.

Uptake TS2 h/m/l

A system is assessed as having high uptake (h) if it is used by
a thousands of active users each month, medium uptake (m)
with hundreds of active users, and low uptake (l) with lower
numbers of active users.

GDPR
System
backup

TG1 y/n
A system is assessed as possessing the feature (y) if it includes
automated backups in a constant time interval.

Right of in-
formation

TG2 y/n
A system is assessed as possessing the feature (y) if it provides
a function to get all data about one user.

Data dele-
tion

TG3 y/n
A system is assessed as possessing the feature (y) if it provides
a function to delete all data about one user.

Agreement
per data
management
process

TG4 y/n
A system is assessed as possessing the feature (y) if it allows the
user to opt-in, agreeing to single personal data management
processes individually.

Portable and
secure data
exchange
format

TG5 y/n
A system is assessed as possessing the feature (y) if it provides
all personal data in an open standard format (e.g. HTML,
TXT, PDF).

Protection
against data
leaks

TG6 y/n
A system is assessed as possessing the feature (y) if it includes
security tests for personal data.

and how. The online solutions should offer for example a control panel with checkboxes and on476

premise solutions need a configuration possibility for this reason. Protection against data leaks477

(TG6) and portable and secure data exchange format (TG5) are additional important points.478

All those metrics are assessed with yes/no values, where yes indicates that the repository system479

provides functions specifically dedicated to handling the corresponding requirement.480

4 Assessment of Solutions481

In order to evaluate and assess our framework, we applied it to a variety of existing and482

established solutions for managing research publications and data. The main objective of our483
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selection was to cover a variety of solutions, while restricting the sample to a manageable number484

of comparable and highly relevant solutions. In selecting a solution to assess, we essentially485

applied three criteria:486

1. Eligible solutions had to be a systems/services specifically dedicated to and used for487

providing repositories of research artefacts.488

2. They had to be a general-purpose solution and not focused on a particular domain or489

sector.490

3. Relevant solutions had to be currently used by a significant number of research organisa-491

tions and researchers.492

Our selection is divided into two categories of solutions: on-premise solutions and online493

services. The first category includes solutions that can, or must be self-hosted on the adminis-494

trator’s own server. The second category covers solutions that are provided as a service by a495

operator. These categories are a selection criteria by themselves, but are treated neutrally in496

our framework.497

Below, we provide a short description of the systems assessed, discussing first online services498

and second the systems that have to be deployed on-premise.499

Academia.edu emphasises social network functionalities such as the ability to follow other500

researchers, as well as “metrics” that are supposedly measuring reputation and impact. In501

practice, it is more used as a way to publicise one’s research, i.e. as a service to deposit papers502

to make them more accessible and visible.6 Assessment of Academia.edu was carried out on503

the free version, but references to the paid version are included where relevant.504

arXiv is most commonly used as a platform to publish non-peer reviewed papers. There is no505

limitation on the content published other than that it has to contribute to a scientific discipline.506

The arXiv platform is managed by moderators who check and validate the content.4507

Bibsonomy is an online social bookmarking system created by research groups in Germany,508

designed to support Web 2.0 research. While the system is generic and enables bookmarking509

of any kind of web resources, it includes a specific section to share, comment on, and review510

publications.7511
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figshare is a service for the publication of generic research data, aiming to cater for the512

needs of institutions, publishers, and individual researchers. figshare for institutions focuses on513

managing research artefacts and measuring the impact of these outputs. figshare for publishers514

focuses on the publication of citable supplementary material. Finally, figshare for researchers515

relies on the public web implementation of figshare, which allows individual researchers to516

deposit and share their research artefacts.16 The assessment of figshare was performed over the517

figshare for institutions solution as this is the most feature-complete version of the platform.518

However, where relevant we refer to the public version of figshare.519

ResearchGate presents itself as a social network for scientists of all disciplines. Familiar520

social functions, such as those from Facebook or Twitter, have been adapted or newly imple-521

mented with a focus on the needs of the academic community. Users can share papers, search522

for collaborators, or follow specific research interests. One of the core features of ResearchGate523

is the RG Score, a specific indicator of the impact of a researcher.5524

Zenodo is an open access repository that focuses on sharing data with the wider community.525

Datasets can be published with no restriction on the format, i.e. software, papers, measurement526

series, databases, and other digital artefacts can be published through this service.17527

CKAN is a data management solution for building on-premise data repositories and is the528

de-facto standard for publishing public sector datasets, i.e. Open Government Data. It is529

maintained with support from the Open Knowledge Foundation. A vanilla installation offers530

basic features to publish, manage, and search for metadata with a organisation-based rights531

management system. It focuses on metadata, but also includes a data storage feature for binary532

and tabular data. A broad and vivid extension ecosystem has evolved, enabling use case-specific533

customisation, but those are not included in our assessments.14534

Dataverse is an open source research data repository software. It is a web application meant535

to share, preserve, cite, explore, and analyse research data. A Dataverse repository corresponds536

to the whole installed platform, which then can host multiple virtual archives called Dataverse537

collections. Each Dataverse collection contains datasets, and each dataset contains descriptive538

metadata and data files.11539
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DSpace is an open source repository solution for digital research and educational artefacts540

published by an organisation or institution. Its data model reflects the structure of research541

organisations: Communities, collections, and items. The core data schema of an item is based542

on Dublin Core.28 DSpace offers extensive support for representing the publishing workflow543

and its involved actors.12544

EPrints is an open source repository solution developed at the University of Southampton545

to support institutions in providing open access services for their publications, with recent546

extensions to support educational software and research data.18547

Invenio is an open source software framework which provides tools to implement custom548

institutional repositories for research data management systems. The main features are the549

scalability of this solution together with its components and the long-term preservation option.550

The Zenodo online service has been built using the Invenio v3 framework.15551

4.1 Overview of Assessments: FAIREST Principles552

In this section, we provide a detailed assessment of each system, as structured by the seven553

principles of the FAIREST framework. For each principle, we provide a table showing the554

values for each of the metrics presented in Section 3 and highlights of interesting aspects of the555

way the systems, on the whole, score with respect to those metrics. This will be complemented556

in Section 4.2 with highlights from each of the assessed systems.557

4.1.1 Findability558

An overview of the assessments of each solution with respect to the metrics related to the559

findability principle is provided in Table 8. All solutions provide some form of persistent560

identifier for the research artefacts they hold (FCS1) and those identifiers are always used to561

create dereferenceable web links to the artefact’s representation in the system (FCS4). In all562

but Academia.edu, external identifiers can also be imported (FCS3), which in some cases have563

to be standard identifiers (e.g. DOIs), and in some cases can be any identifier. A subset of the564

systems also have the ability to generate DOIs for the research artefacts they hold (FCS2).565
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Table 8: Overview of assessments of solutions for findability. In this table, as well as in the
six following ones, the double line separates systems operating as online services, from systems
that are deployed on-premise.

FCS1 FCS2 FCS3 FCS4 FCA1 FCA2 FCA3
Academia.edu y n y y y n n
arXiv y n y y y n y
Bibsonomy y n y y y y y
figshare y y n y y n y
ResearchGate y y y y y n y
Zenodo y y y y y n y

CKAN y n y y y n y
Dataverse y y y y y n y
DSpace y y y y y y y
EPrints y n y y y y n
Invenio y y y y y n y

All solutions provide a search feature that is based on the metadata of research artefacts566

(FCA1). In most cases (all but EPrints and Academia.edu), this search feature can be con-567

sidered ‘advanced’ as it enables the use of optional parameters and filters (FCA3). Only three568

solutions (EPrints, DSpace, and Bibsonomy) enable searching in the content of the research569

artefacts under specific conditions and configurations (FCA2).570

4.1.2 Accessibility571

The overview of the assessments of solutions with respect to metrics related to the accessibility572

principle is provided in Table 9. Here, the implementations differ greatly: While some solutions573

(e.g. DSpace) appear to have been developed to be highly accessible, others (e.g. Academia.edu)574

appear less concerned with these aspects. Interestingly, only a few solutions provide interfaces575

in other languages than English out-of-the-box (ACL1). Only few solutions do not provide any576

form of API or programmatic access protocols (ACL2). As the assessment of ACA3 makes clear,577

there are mostly two types of systems: The ones that are meant to support open access, and the578

ones with a lesser focus on this aspect. This difference, in combination with whether the solution579

is deployed as a cloud service or as a ‘commercially supported’ on-premise solution, partially580

explains the variable support for long-term preservation (ACA1) and lack of information about581

system availability (ACA2).582
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Table 9: Overview of assessments of solutions for accessibility. Here and in subsequent tables,
- means that the information required to assess the metric is not available, while n/a means
that the metric does not apply.

ACL1 ACL2 ACA1 ACA2 ACA3
Academia.edu n n - - open
arXiv n y n h open
Bibsonomy y y n m open
figshare n y n h open

ResearchGate n n n -
open, on-
request

Zenodo n y y m
open, closed,
on-request

CKAN y y n n/a open
Dataverse y y n n/a open, closed
DSpace y y y n/a open

EPrints n y y n/a
open, closed,
on-request

Invenio y y y n/a open, closed

4.1.3 Interoperability583

The overview of the assessment of solutions with respect to metrics related to interoperability584

is provided in Table 10. All solutions support standard formats for the content (IC2) and585

persistent identifiers (IC3). Only half of the systems employ a standard and established format586

for the metadata (IC1), most of them being on-premise solutions. The ability to customise587

metadata (IC4) is also a feature provided by all on-premise solutions, while only the online588

solutions EPrints and figshare offer this functionality. The linking of metadata and content589

(IC5) is available in a few solutions with very different characteristics. Almost all solutions590

support the import of metadata and data (ICI1), whereas only Academia.edu offers a web591

interface but no API. The download of metadata and data is possible with almost all solutions592

via frontend and API (ICI2). Only ResearchGate and Academia.edu do not offer an API. A593

rare feature is the support for a custom submission process (ICI3), which is only offered by594

EPrints, figshare, and DSpace. Furthermore, only three solutions allow the setup of federated595

repositories (ICI4): DSpace, Dataverse, and CKAN, although, the implementations are limited596

to harvesting mechanisms.597

4.1.4 Reusability598

The overview of the assessments of solutions with respect to metrics related to reusability is599

provided in Table 11. The solutions tend to cover reusability in different ways with a focus on600
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Table 10: Overview of assessment of solutions for interoperability.
IC1 IC2 IC3 IC4 IC5 ICI1 ICI2 ICI3 ICI4

Academia.edu n y y n y p p n n
arXiv n y y n n y y n n
Bibsonomy n y y n y y y n n
figshare y y y y n y y y n
ResearchGate n y y n y y p n n
Zenodo y y y n n y y n n

CKAN y y y y n y y n y
Dataverse y y y y y y y n y
DSpace y y y y n y y y y
EPrints n y y y n y y y n
Invenio y y y y y y y n n

different aspects. For example, while most systems have some form of description of the licences601

attached to research artefacts, very few appear to focus on making the aspect of licensing602

prominent through clear and well documented descriptions of the available options (RCD1),603

and even fewer support users in understanding the impact of licences on the consumption of604

research artefacts (RCA1).605

Table 11: Overview of assessments of solutions for reusability.
RCD1 RCA1 RCS1

Academia.edu n n n
arXiv l l n
Bibsonomy n n n
figshare y l n
ResearchGate l l y
Zenodo y l n

CKAN l l y
Dataverse l l n
DSpace l l n
EPrints n n y
Invenio l l n

RCS1 relates to whether the content of research artefacts is accessible in a programmatic606

way. As such, it relates to similar metrics to the ones mentioned in relation to the accessibility607

and interoperability principles. However, while APIs and access protocols might be available to608

access the metadata of the research artefacts, only few systems really enhance the reusability609

of research artefact by providing machine-readable access to content.610

4.1.5 Engagement611

The overview of the assessments of solutions with respect to metrics addressing engagement is612

provided in Table 12. As visible from this table, the aspects of usability and ease of use are,613
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at best, hard to assess for most solutions. Indeed, while most solutions provide at least some614

reasonable documentation (EUA1), the large majority of systems does not provide information615

about usability tests or other forms of assessments of usability (EUA2).616

Table 12: Overview of assessments of solutions for engagement.
EUA1 EUA2 EES1 EES2 EES3 EES4

Academia.edu h - y n y n
arXiv m l n n n n
Bibsonomy m - n n n n
figshare h - n y y n
ResearchGate h m y n y n
Zenodo h - n n y n

CKAN h n n n y n
Dataverse h n y y y n
DSpace h n n y y n
EPrints m - y y n n
Invenio h - n n n n

Regarding supporting engagement, the availability of analytics tools (EES4) is absent from617

all the solutions. Other metrics are addressed differently by solutions. Push notifications618

(EES1) for example tend to be more present in online solutions that also include social con-619

nection functions (see next section), while the possibility to customise the depositing workflow620

(EES2) is present only in a few systems for which the ability to curate the content of the621

repository is particularly important. About half of the solutions allow to visualise the content622

of artefacts without the need to download them and use external tools (EES3).623

4.1.6 Social Connections624

The overview of the assessments of solution with respect to metrics addressing social connections625

is provided in Table 13. With the exception of arXiv and Zenodo, all assessed systems provide626

ways to reflect the social context in which an artefact has been created. Most on premise and627

few online solutions enable the customisation of system branding and themes, e.g. to clearly628

identify the institution (SRT1). About half of the systems enable creating dedicated collections629

that can correspond to people, projects, groups, or broader organisations (SRT1). Surprisingly,630

only few systems create dedicated pages for researchers who are authors of deposited artefacts631

(SRT3). Those are the systems that tend to put more emphasis on social features.632

As mentioned above, some of the systems assessed put a strong emphasis on features that633

enable social connections, by providing functions such as the ability to comment on artefacts634
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Table 13: Overview of assessments of solutions for social connections.
SRT1 SRT2 SRT3 SCN1 SCN2 SCN3 SCN4 SCN5 SCN6

Academia.edu n y n n y y y n c
arXiv n n n n n y n n c
Bibsonomy n y y n y y y n m
figshare y y y n n y y n c
ResearchGate n y y y y y y y c
Zenodo n n n n n n n n h

CKAN y y n n n y y n h
Dataverse y y n n n n n n h
DSpace y y n n n n n n h
EPrints y n y n n n n n h
Invenio y y n n n n n n h

(SCN2), share artefacts with others (e.g. through social media - SCN3), or follow (artefacts,635

people, or collections - SCN4). ResearchGate is noticeable for providing all of those three636

features and also for being the only one including discussion forums (SCN5). Surprisingly,637

none of the systems provide explicitly a ‘like button’ for their artefacts (SCN1), common on638

social media platforms, even though ResearchGate includes a ‘recommend’ feature which can639

be seen as similar.640

SCN6 is particular here as it considers social connections specifically with the development641

community for the system. For proprietary systems, access to the developers of the platform642

is naturally closed, but almost all open source systems are assessed to have highly active and643

reachable development communities at the time of writing.644

4.1.7 Trust645

The overview of the assessments of solutions with respect to metrics addressing trust is pro-646

vided in Table 14. All systems provide an authentication mechanism (TC1). Interestingly,647

only one online and three on-premise solutions provide a gate keeping feature to implement648

an internal, organisational review process (TC2). Only Bibsonomy and Dataverse offer a fea-649

ture, allowing users to provide reviews to research artefacts (TC3). This is surprising, since650

(peer) review processes are very common in the scientific domain. Regarding scientific indica-651

tors, only ResearchGate provides an advanced research indicator for their users, while other652

solutions only provide basic usage statistics. arXiv, Bibsonomy, and DSpace do not offer any653

statistics (TCS1). Naturally, the long-term preservation metric can only be applied to online654

solutions and correlates with the first availability of the respective solutions. arXiv offers its655

services the longest, since 1991 (TCS2).656
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Table 14: Overview of assessments of solutions for trust.
TC1 TC2 TC3 TCS1 TCS2 TS1 TS2 TG1 TG2 TG3 TG4 TG5 TG6

Academia.edu y n n s 2009 n h - n y n n n
arXiv y n n n 1991 - h n n n n n n
Bibsonomy y n y n 2005 y - y n y n n n
figshare y y n s 2012 n h y n y n n n
ResearchGate y n n a 2008 n h - y y n n n
Zenodo y n n s 2016 y - y n n n n n

CKAN y n n s n/a y n/a n n n n n n
Dataverse y y y s n/a y n/a n n n n n n
DSpace y y n n n/a y n/a y n n n n n
EPrints y y n s n/a y n/a n n n n n n
Invenio y n n s n/a y n/a y n n n n n

Regarding the use of open source software, it is very positive, that all on-premise solutions657

are available as open source. In addition, the online solutions Zenodo and Bibsonomy are also658

based on open source software, where we could not determine it for arXiv (TS1). The number659

of active users is only relevant to online solutions. Here, most solutions have a high uptake660

with thousands of users each month (TS2). For Bibsonomy, we were not able to find usage661

statistics.662

The assessment regarding GDPR compliance is mostly negative accross all solutions. Only663

two on-premise solutions offer comprehensive backup mechanisms (DSpace and Invenio) and for664

the online solutions only Bibsonomy, figshare and Zenodo offer transparent information (TG1).665

Of all solutions only ResearchGate offers the functionality to retrieve all data about one666

user (TG2). Regarding the deletion of user-related data (right to be forgotten) the online667

solutions are leading, since only arXiv and Zenodo do not offer this features. Unfortunately, no668

on-premise solution implements this important and arguably required feature (TG3). Finally,669

no solution allows users to opt-in to single personal data management processes individually670

(TG4) or offers a features to export all personal data (TG5). In addition, we could not find any671

public information regarding measures to protect against data leaks for any solution (TG6).672

4.2 Overview of Assessments: Solutions673

Taking an orthogonal view to the previous section, we now highlight interesting aspects of the674

assessment of each system. As mentioned previously, those assessments have been realised by675

using the systems and inspecting relevant documentation as well as by requesting feedback676

from the developers of each platform. We received acknowledgements for our request from677
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Academia.edu, arXiv, Zenodo, and Invenio, and detailed feedback on our framework and the678

assessments for Bibsonomy, figshare, ResearchGate, CKAN, and DSpace.679

4.2.1 Academia.edu680

As a commercial “academic social network”, the system puts special emphasis on engagement681

and social connections of the FAIREST principles. Besides the free version evaluated in this682

paper, a paid version exists, providing some additional functionalities.683

For findability and interoperability, the system is comparable to other online solutions,684

especially to ResearchGate. Some additional functionalities are available in the paid version,685

including advanced search functionalities for metadata and data.686

Academia.edu does not fulfil any of the criteria we formulated for accessibility and reusabil-687

ity. Although we could not find any information about it, and hence rated it as “no”, we assume688

that long-term preservation and availability are ensured by this commercial system.689

The system scores well in the categories engagement and social connections. For instance,690

it provides a mechanism for email notifications. Some additional functionalities are available691

in the paid version, e.g. researcher profiles. It further provides some analysis tools, including692

the translation and summarisation of documents.693

For trust, the system again does not score well. For most indicators we could not find694

information whether or not this functionality is available.695

In summary, the system clearly focuses on engagement and social connections, and is rather696

limited in its functionalities when it comes to the other categories. However, in its paid version697

it provides some additional features, and can serve as a reliable academic social network.698

4.2.2 arXiv699

As one of the most considerable preprint servers in the field of science and technology, this700

solution offers an uncomplicated way to publish one’s research. The focus lies on publications701

and less on other research data, but the artefacts do not receive a DOI. Instead, identifiers702

specific to arXiv are assigned together with a URL. Furthermore, users can also add their own703

DOI.704

As it is provided by the US-based Cornell University, the interface is only available in705

English and offers no support for other languages. Overall, the range of functions is reduced706
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to the essentials compared to other online solutions. However, the most important file formats707

and API protocols are supported. It is not possible to enter additional (meta) information.708

An advantage is the long-term continuity of arXiv. The platform has been available, rel-709

atively unchanged, since 1991, managing a significant number of publications. As a result,710

however, functions related to social interactions and design improvements have been slow to711

appear in arXiv. A detailed view of artefacts is also not possible: Available publications can712

only be published, downloaded, or distributed via sharing buttons.713

Even without a review feature, the service’s scientific domains are managed by moderators714

in their structure and content (with 13,000 to 18,000 publications per month). Information715

about GDPR was not found on the website.716

In summary, while limited in features, because of its adoption and stability, arXiv is a good717

solution for someone looking to ensure that artefacts are and will remain accessible through a718

platform that is known by researchers.719

4.2.3 Bibsonomy720

Built as a semantic web system, Bibsonomy tends to score high in the first three of the FAIREST721

principles. Indeed, the creation of unique, resolvable identifiers, the availability of APIs, and722

the possibility to import/export from various sources and formats are part of the design of the723

system. In addition, because it is meant as a social web system, Bibsonomy tends to provide724

many of the features considered through the social connection principle.725

Since Bibsonomy focuses on the open sharing of web resources, the aspect of reusability is726

not well addressed, in particular with no available support for specifying the rights and licences727

applying to shared items. In addition, as seen from the metrics related to engagement, the728

system does not provide an advanced level of usability or functions one might expect from a729

commercial system.730

On trust, while Bibsonomy is comparable to other online systems with respect to that731

principle, one of the few systems that provides a review function through a five star system.732

Additionally, the platform on which it is based is open source.733

Furthermore, while we considered Bibsonomy as a shared online system, the platform on734

which it relies can be re-deployed to provide a repository for a specific institution, with the735
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possibility to customise it in that case.32736

In summary, Bibsonomy can be seen as an experiment towards academic social networks. It737

represents a valid solution when the aspects of social interaction and the ability to share with738

others, beyond simple accessibility, are important.739

4.2.4 figshare740

figshare strongly focuses on giving users tools to enable the publication of FAIR data [33].741

In terms of findability, figshare implements all assessed features, except for content search.742

Contrary to the public online version, figshare for institutions supports the migration of content743

from preexisting or legacy repositories, including handles or unique identifiers. A function to744

allow users to choose not to mint a new object identifier but use a pre-existing one was scheduled745

to go live in 2021. Furthermore, the ability for full-text indexing of publications was expected746

in 2021.747

figshare accepts all file formats and offers several data viewers33 with a well-documented748

API for accessing and publishing data. figshare for institutions provides tools for customising749

the submission process34 and figshare for publishers includes flexible submission workflows35.750

Despite being not strongly focused on Social Connections, figshare has some social features751

such as the creation of individual profiles that can be followed by other users. Generally, figshare752

does not provide discussion forums for users but figshare for institutions allows communication753

between administrators and submitting authors during the review process. Finally, figshare is754

a closed source software platform. However, the developers provide a detailed roadmap and a755

feature request forum with comments.756

In summary, figshare represents a valid choice for institutions looking for a well established757

platform providing solid foundations towards enabling the FAIREST principles broadly.758

32see for example https://puma.uni-kassel.de/
33https://drive.google.com/file/d/11N1D0e7b36SbeysmZeYc7-vP9qQyUIUx/view (Accessed in July

2021)
34https://support.figshare.com/support/solutions/articles/6000225218-reviewing-items (Ac-

cessed in July 2021)
35https://knowledge.figshare.com/publisher/workflows (Accessed in July 2021)
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4.2.5 ResearchGate759

ResearchGate is more a social network for researchers than a repository. It offers many features760

to establish social connections, such as comments, sharing, following, and a type of discussion761

forum. Individual researchers have rich profiles and the connection to other researchers is762

endorsed and supported with many (automatic) recommendation functionalities.763

Yet, ResearchGate offers many features to manage and publish research artefacts, e.g. pub-764

lications, presentations and raw data. It also offers free DOI assignment and integrates existing765

DOIs. References and links are automatically extracted from publications and displayed. The766

metadata of all artefacts can be searched and filtered, while the content itself is not indexed.767

ResearchGate does not follow any established metadata standard and does not offer an API.768

However, metadata can be imported based on the OAI standard and citations can be exported.769

The interface is only available in English. The entire submission process is highly auto-770

mated, with little space for customisation. For instance licences are automatically assigned and771

cannot be set manually. ResearchGate is highly interactive and social as it offers push noti-772

fications, preview features for many file formats, individual profiles, comment functions, and773

sharing/follow features. The access control mechanism for artefacts is notable, e.g. because it774

allows users to only offer private content to other researchers upon request.775

The RG Score offers an interesting tool to monitor the individual impact of artefacts (mostly776

for publications), but since its calculation is limited to the content on ResearchGate, its validity777

is questionable. In addition, the handling of personal data and the compliance with the GDPR778

is not clear in every aspect.779

In summary, ResearchGate is an interesting platform to interact with other researchers and780

broadly disseminate artefacts. However, it is highly proprietary and promotes a strong vendor781

lock-in.782

4.2.6 Zenodo783

Zenodo is committed to enabling the publication of FAIR data36 and scores well in the assess-784

ment of these principles, but has almost no features to enable Engagement, Social Connections785

or Trust.786

36https://about.zenodo.org/principles/
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In particular, Zenodo is assessed highly on metrics that focus on aspects already included in787

FAIR, including for example providing persistent, external identifiers for artefacts (findability),788

or using open licences (reuse). There is also a focus on the simplicity of the publication workflow789

and on ensuring programmatic access through a well documented and comprehensive API.790

A unique feature in Zenodo is the long-term preservation policy, that guarantees availability791

for at least 20 years and, presumably, a migration to alternative repositories in case of a792

shutdown.37 Since Zenodo is built upon the open source solution Invenio, it has an active793

development community and accepts contributions from community members.38794

In summary, Zenodo should be considered for managing a collaborative and public repository795

for publications and research data within consortia, e.g. cross-organisational research projects.796

The close connection to Invenio and the open development indicate transparency and durability.797

4.2.7 CKAN798

CKAN is not primarily intended as a research data repository solution, but it is capable to799

operate as one with some limitations. Its advantage is the relatively simple design and emphasis800

on openness. CKAN offers a powerful search index and filter features. A special data store801

allows to index and query tabular data very efficiently. The built-in federation feature via802

harvesting allows to create a network of harmonised repositories.803

CKAN targets the publication of Open Government Data and has established standards in804

this domain. Those are, however, not always in line with the research data domain. For instance805

CKAN has its own metadata schema and API specification. However, it can be extended and806

the common DCAT format is already included. In addition, the API is very comprehensive and807

allows a complete interaction with the repository. The CKAN frontend is also already available808

in numerous languages.809

Notable are the integrated data preview and visualisation feature, the extensive theming810

module, and the well-documented extension interfaces. The latter allows users to customise811

CKAN individually.812

CKAN does not support the generation of DOIs and has a fixed submission process, that813

is not suited for creating closed repositories. It also does not offer any relevant social features,814

37https://about.zenodo.org/policies/
38https://github.com/zenodo/zenodo
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such as user profiles or review functionalities. CKAN does not provide any mechanism for815

long-term preservation.816

Despite this, CKAN can act as a foundation for creating highly customised research data817

repositories. Many missing features are available as community extensions, some requiring818

additional custom development work. The core development is active and it can be expected819

that CKAN will be supported and updated for the foreseeable future.820

4.2.8 Dataverse821

The system performs well in terms of findability, accessibility, and interoperability. It performs822

weaker in the reusability category, and also in the remaining categories.823

In the findability category, the only feature that is missing is content search, which is only824

rarely available.825

When looking at accessibility, Dataverse is one of just a few systems that provide different826

access levels, ranging from open to closed, with the option of granting access to certain user827

groups. Availability and long-term preservation depend on the running instance. Both aspects828

are left to the system administrator.829

Dataverse is also very powerful in terms of interoperability. It comes with a powerful830

API, and provides a multitude of functionalities, including the support for different metadata831

standards, linking of artefacts from outside the repository, and the possibility to use it for832

metadata harvesting. The only feature that is missing is a customisable submission process.833

Despite this, its portfolio in terms of reusability is limited. Nevertheless, the systems proves834

to be very flexible, e.g. leaving content support to external tools.835

The system also does not perform very well in the social connections category, but is compa-836

rable to other on-premise solutions. Despite this, the system is well documented and provides837

several features in the engagement category.838

The trust category shows a mixed picture. On the one hand, it offers a variety of features,839

including a review feature, which is only available in two of the reviewed systems. On the other840

hand, we could not find any information about GDPR compliance. Only system backups are841

possible, which needs to be handled by the system administrator.842

In summary, Dataverse appears to be a valid solution for institutions looking for a robust843
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approach towards providing their users with flexibility both with respect to the consumption of844

(i.e. access to) research artefacts, and with respect to the publication (i.e. depositing) process.845

4.2.9 DSpace846

Many universities, libraries, and similar organisations use DSpace, since its data model is based847

on the organisational structure of academic institutions. This is achieved by linking the role848

system with the gate keeping process. As soon as a user wants to create a publication, the849

responsible persons of the organisation are automatically included in the publishing process.850

The entire process can be highly customised. DSpace supports the ability to set an embargo851

so that an artefact is only made available after a particular time.852

DSpace relies on Dublin Core as its core metadata standard, including options to extend853

and adapt it to the organisational requirements or scientific domain via configuration. However,854

the metadata structure of DSpace remains very flat, allowing easy editing of properties, but855

preventing the creation of a more complex and customised data structure. DSpace emphasises856

import and export features of artefacts and their metadata, including a large variety of feature-857

rich API standards and protocols. Long-term preservation is also supported, allowing the858

creation of backups of the latest version of all artefacts. Currently, DSpace’s development859

community is implementing GDPR-related features, allowing to view and remove person-related860

data.861

DSpace is a proven solution to build on-premise institutional repositories for research pub-862

lications and data. It is highly customisable and one of few solutions allowing to adapt the863

submission process to the organisational realities.864

4.2.10 EPrints865

Since EPrints originates from a research group specifically looking at open access research866

outputs and data, it tends to score well in the first three of the FAIREST principles. It provides867

a platform meant to enable high accessibility and interoperability, especially through the use of868

machine readable formats and APIs, and provides common functions to enable findability, as869

well as enabling content search. Regarding reusability, EPrints mostly focuses on publications,870

for which it supports common formats, but surprisingly does not allow to specify a licence for871

the publications deposited.872
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EPrints does not provide many of the functions and capabilities other systems might include873

as part of the engagement and social connection principles.874

Since it is meant to provide a trusted repository for institutions, many of the metrics875

considered in the trust principle are positively assessed for EPrints. It is useful to mention876

in particular that EPrints is an open source system, and one of few that enable a customisable877

depositing process to support gatekeeping. As an on-premise system, however, it expects the878

operations related to GDPR compliance to be implemented by the local administrator rather879

than providing those functions already embedded in the system.880

In summary, EPrints appears to provide a valuable solution for institutions wanting to881

focus on trust, both because of the reputation of a system originating from academia, but also882

because of some of the features it focuses on (e.g. the customisable depositing process).883

4.2.11 Invenio884

Invenio is geared towards the implementation of large-scale digital repositories and features885

that are not available in the base framework can be added by extending the publicly available886

source code. For example, Zenodo is an implementation of Invenio, showcasing a potential887

application of this framework.888

In terms of the FAIREST principles, Invenio tends to be assessed positively for metrics889

related to the findability, accessibility, and interoperability principles, due to a design that890

favours compliance with FAIR: The use of persistent identifiers, of interoperable standards, of891

comprehensive APIs and others.892

As a counter point to this, the aspects related to user experience tend to be assessed less893

positively, since Invenio was not designed to focus on those aspects. It especially makes no894

claim towards enabling social network-like features and therefore scores poorly in terms of895

Engagement and Social Connections.896

It is worth mentioning that Invenio has recently (August 2021) launched a long-term sup-897

port version of InvenioRDM39 which is a tool built on top of the Invenio framework together898

with Zenodo. This tool promises to enable anyone (e.g. institutions) to run a complete and899

customisable service similar to Zenodo.900

39https://inveniosoftware.org/products/rdm/
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In summary, Invenio appears to be a valid choice for institutions looking for a robust solution901

to enable the FAIR principles, just like Zenodo, but that is to be deployed on-premise.902

5 Analysis & Recommendations903

A core objective of this article is to provide a framework, through the FAIREST principles,904

enabling users and, in particular, research institutions, to select a solution that best meet their905

requirements. Indeed, besides making a choice between deploying on-premise solutions and906

using an online services, the framework and the individual assessments presented above can be907

used to make a selection, first, based on which part of the FAIREST principles is given higher908

priority. In a second phase, specific metrics can be considered to further refine this selection.909

To make this principle-based approach to selecting a solution more concrete, Figure 1 shows910

a heatmap of aggregated scores for each principle and each solution. A cell represents a score911

for a solution in a principle, based on mapping the values of assessments to numerical values912

(e.g. yes is 1 and no is -1), and normalising the sum of those scores using the minimum and913

maximum possible scores for each principle.40914
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Figure 1: Level of adherence to the FAIREST principles.

As can be seen, this gives an overall picture of the degree to which each solution addresses the915

40spreadsheet templates in the supplementary material contains the mapping of value to scores and the
normalisation formula.
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FAIREST principles and acts as a decision support tool for the most appropriate solution. For916

example, an institution that puts a strong focus on building a highly available infrastructure for917

their research artefact might choose DSpace since it scores comparatively high on the findability,918

accessibility, and interoperability principles. Another institution keen on ensuring that social919

connections are well represented might turn to ResearchGate instead. In a third example, an920

institution that is looking for a solution that is reasonably robust across all principles, might921

want to select figshare.922

Naturally, this can only be an initial selection based on a broad overview and more specific923

requirements might be taken into account. Our core contribution is that the framework of924

metrics based on the FAIREST principles is highly applicable to a wider variety of research925

repository solutions. The template scoring sheets and existing assessments are openly avail-926

able.41 Any new solution assessed is then easily comparable to the ones already addressed927

here.928

Interestingly, besides supporting the selection of a solution, the assessments in this form also929

give some insight into the level of development of existing solutions. Even though the metrics930

tend to be based on existing features in the assessed solutions, we can find areas that are less931

supported by these solutions. At a high level, it appears striking in Figure 1 how the first932

three principles of the FAIREST framework are significantly better addressed than the rest.933

Trust appears especially badly covered, and, even though some solutions put some emphasis on934

social connections, the human element of research repositories (social connection, engagement,935

trust) appears not to be well developed. Below, we discuss in particular the aspects of rights936

management, data reuse/consumption, and usability which appear as areas where large gaps937

currently exist in the assessed systems.938

In more detail, on rights management, due to the GDPR in the European Union, we would939

have expected to see research repositories including more functions related to managing re-940

quirements associated to data protection. While, even without the corresponding functions,941

assessed solutions can be GDPR-compliant, the assessments in the trust principle show that942

they tend not to include mechanisms that would facilitate enabling such compliance for the943

administrators and users of the platform. This lack of support for rights management is also944

visible in the reusability principle, where most systems score poorly in relation to enabling945

41https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5282929
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producers to assign a licence to their artefacts, and for users to understand the rights included946

in those licences for consumption of the artefacts. While this might be based on a naive view947

that open research implies open licences for artefacts, this could actually create a barrier, since948

even in open research, some artefacts require some level of legal protection.949

Another aspect that could be seen as surprising is the lack of focus on the consumption950

of artefacts in the assessed solutions. Considering that this is an important function found in951

domain specific repositories, the fact for example that none of the assessed repositories include952

functions to analyse data directly on the platform, and only a few of them enable visualisations,953

could be seen as unexpected. That we only assessed generic (i.e. non-domain specific) solutions954

can possibly explain this finding, since those functions are much harder to provide for generic955

content. We believe that a stronger focus on the consumption side of research artefacts is956

essential for open research to become a global reality.957

Not unrelated to the point above, the aspect of usability of the research repository solutions958

is something that we were not able to assess clearly. Indeed, almost none of the solutions appear959

to make available the results of usability tests, and it is unclear whether such tests are actually960

carried out. However, it is expected that, when choosing a solution, an institution or research961

group might put some emphasis on such aspects. It would therefore, for the development of962

the field as a whole, be a positive step to systematically carry out and publish usability tests.963

Finally, it is worth noting that, while our definition of research repositories is broad and964

could include any type of artefact, the assessed solutions only focus on two types: publications965

and data. As shown for example in [34, 20, 35], the application of the FAIR principles can966

be extended to different types of research resources, including software, and some domain-967

specific repositories include a larger variety of artefacts. To this can be added that many of968

these research resources are often shared on repositories that are not specifically dedicated to969

research (such as Github42 for example).970

6 Conclusion and Outlook971

In this article, we introduced the FAIREST principles and proposed a framework, based on972

these principles, to assess research repositories and support institutions in selecting a solution973

42https://github.com
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meeting their requirements. The FAIREST principles are inspired from, adapt and add to the974

FAIR principles including aspects that focus more on human interaction, the social context of975

research, as well as the trust users can place in the repository and the artefacts they contain,976

than on aspects purely related to data exchange. For each of the principles, we included a set of977

metrics with clear guidelines on assessing them, and used those to assess 11 domain-independent978

and actively used solutions.979

While the objective of those assessments is to provide a view of the strengths and weaknesses980

of each solution for the purpose of selecting one, it also provides us with an overview of the981

current state of development of the considered research repository solutions. It showed in982

particular that some aspects, such as usability, data reuse, and data rights, were not well983

addressed by the solutions. More focus in future development of the systems might be put on984

improving those aspects to better enable in particular engagement and trust.985

We chose to focus our exploration of existing solutions on domain-independent, actively986

developed and used systems. However, the framework itself as a set of metrics and a scoring987

mechanism using those metrics is straightforwardly applicable to other research repositories.988

It would, in particular, be interesting to compare the results obtained here with assessments989

of domain-specific repositories, to see if similar conclusions can be drawn and what the main990

differences are. Even if our framework was designed to enable such use, additional elements to991

assess, in the form of new metrics, might also be uncovered in this way.992

Finally, when designing the FAIREST framework, our assumed target user was someone in993

a position to decide on the solution to use or deploy within a university, a research institute or994

another similar organisation. The end-users of the solution, such as researchers, were considered995

implicitly included since they would be taken into consideration by the person making the996

decision. However, researchers looking to decide on which solution to use to make available997

their research artefacts might not focus on the same criteria as what we have established here,998

and our framework might need to be adapted to support this scenario.999

Another category of users of the FAIREST framework are the developers of research repos-1000

itory solutions. While those might find that some additional metrics are required to cover new1001

features they are developing,43 we hope and expect that developers of new and existing solu-1002

43For example, ResearchGate having developed a mobile application for their platform, they might consider
mobile availability a relevant metric.
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tions will use the FAIREST framework as a guide to evolve their platform and address some of1003

the gaps identified.1004
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